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Abstract 

There is abundant evidence in memory research that emotional stimuli are better 

remembered than neutral stimuli. However, effects of an emotionally charged context on 

memory for associated neutral elements is also important particularly in trauma and stress-

related disorders, where strong memories are often activated by neutral cues due to their 

emotional associations. In the present study, we used event-related potentials (ERPs) to 

investigate long-term recognition memory (one week delay) for neutral objects that had been 

paired with emotionally arousing or neutral scenes during encoding. Context effects were 

clearly evident in the ERPs: An early frontal ERP old/new difference (300-500 ms) was 

enhanced for objects encoded in unpleasant compared to pleasant and neutral contexts; and a 

late central-parietal old/new difference (400-700 ms) was observed for objects paired with 

both pleasant and unpleasant contexts, but not for items paired with neutral backgrounds. 

Interestingly, objects encoded in emotional contexts (and novel objects) also prompted an 

enhanced frontal early (180-220 ms) positivity compared to objects paired with neutral scenes 

indicating early perceptual significance. The present data suggest that emotional —

particularly unpleasant— backgrounds strengthen memory for items encountered within these 

contexts and engage automatic and explicit recognition processes. These results could help in 

understanding binding mechanisms involved in the activation of trauma-related memories by 

neutral cues.   
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Introduction 

There is considerable evidence that emotions play a critical modulatory role in 

episodic memory (Dolcos, Denkova, & Dolcos, 2012; Weymar & Hamm, 2013). For 

instance, when presenting emotional and neutral materials and memory is subsequently 

tested, emotionally arousing items are better remembered and are more robust against 

forgetting than emotionally neutral items (e.g., Bradley, Greenwald, Petry, & Lang, 1992; 

Dolcos, LaBar, & Cabeza, 2005; Jaworek, Weymar, Löw, & Hamm, 2014; Ochsner, 2000; 

Weymar et al., 2009, 2010a, 2010b, 2011; Wirkner, Weymar, Löw, & Hamm, 2013; Wirkner, 

Löw, Hamm, & Weymar, 2015). Despite convincing evidence for a memory enhancing effect 

of emotion, neutral cues can also activate strong emotional memories (e.g., in patients 

suffering from trauma or stress-related disorders), if these events were associated with an 

emotional context in which these items were encountered during encoding (e.g., Davachi, 

2006; Ranganath, 2010). To understand how emotion interacts with these “real-world” 

situations, recent research has therefore focused on the emotion’s effects on memory for 

items as a part of, or in relation to other items, the so-called contextual relational binding 

(Chiu, Dolcos, Gonsalves, & Cohen, 2013). Here, we investigated the brain dynamics of 

contextual/relational memory using event-related potentials (ERPs) recorded during retrieval. 

It is a robust finding in memory research that ERPs generated by correctly recognized 

old stimuli evoke more positive-going waveforms than those elicited by correctly detected 

new stimuli (for reviews, Rugg & Curran, 2007; Weymar & Hamm, 2013). This difference in 

ERP positivity has been labeled the ERP old/new effect. Two ERP old/new differences have 

been identified reflecting different processes involved in recognition memory: An early 

old/new effect (300-500 ms) located over frontal brain regions has been related to a-

contextual familiarity-based remembering, while centro-parietal old/new differences (> 500 

ms) have been associated with recollection-based remembering (i.e. retrieval of specific 
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contextual information about the learning episode; Rugg & Curran, 2007; Weymar & Hamm, 

2013). ERP studies exploring the electrophysiological correlates of long-lasting enhancing 

memory effects of emotion showed that emotional events, compared to neutral ones, are 

associated with larger old/new effects over parietal areas (e.g., Jaworek et al., 2014; Schaefer, 

Pottage, & Rickart, 2011; Weymar et al., 2009, 2010a, 2010b, 2011; Wirkner et al., 2013, 

2015), suggesting that remembering of emotional events is most likely guided by 

recollection, rather than familiarity (Dolcos et al., 2005). 

The few available behavioral and ERP studies investigating the effect of emotion on 

memory for associated contextual information, however, have produced mixed results. Some 

researchers found better memory for contextual features of emotional items (e.g., Doerksen & 

Shimamura, 2001; Mather & Nesmith, 2008; Nashiro & Mather, 2011) and neutral items 

embedded in arousing contexts (e.g., Guillet & Arndt, 2009; Pierce & Kensinger, 2011), 

whereas others found impairments in memory performance (e.g., Bisby, & Burgess, 2014; 

Nashiro & Mather, 2011; Rimmele, Davachi, Petrov, Dougal, & Phelps, 2011; Touryan, 

Marian, & Shimamura, 2007) or no effects (e.g., Koenig & Mecklinger, 2008; Sharot & 

Phelps, 2004) when retrieving emotional, relative to neutral, contextual source information 

(e.g., paired words, background scenes or features). Smith et al. (2004a) explored ERPs 

related to immediate recognition of emotionally neutral objects associated with emotional and 

non-emotional background scenes. These authors found no ERP old/new differences between 

context categories in early frontal or late parietal regions (replicated by Jaeger, Johnson, 

Corona, & Rugg, 2009). Similarly, Maratos and Rugg (2001) also did not observe ERP 

old/new differences when source information (contextual pairings) was tested for neutral 

words encoded in emotionally arousing sentences, compared to emotionally neutral 

sentences. Hence, compared to ERP results from episodic memory studies using single items, 
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ERP findings related to relational memory seem to indicate no emotional modulation in 

contextual memory processes.  

One potential contributing factor for the lack of emotional effects might be the length 

of the retention interval (for discussion concerning item memory, see Weymar & Hamm, 

2013). Most available studies have used immediate testing but emotional advantages in single 

item memory have often been augmented over time, in part, by facilitating consolidation 

processes (e.g., Quevedo et al., 2003; McGaugh, 2004; LaBar & Cabeza, 2006; Ritchey, 

Dolcos, & Cabeza, 2008). For delayed intervals, greater memory accuracy (Weymar & 

Hamm, 2013), stronger recollective experience, and larger ERP old/new differences have 

been reported for emotionally arousing stimuli (Schaefer et al., 2011; Sharot, Delgado, & 

Phelps, 2004; Weymar et al., 2010a), especially for unpleasant events (Weymar et al., 2011). 

Thus, emotion might also facilitate contextual or relational binding after a longer delay (as 

suggested by Pierce & Kensinger, 2011). In accordance with this suggestion, in behavioral 

research it has been observed that recognition of emotional contextual cues compared to 

neutral ones is enhanced after long (such as 1 or 7 days), but not after short delays (Pierce & 

Kensinger, 2011; Sharot & Phelps, 2004). Recently, two ERP studies have investigated 

emotional contextual binding (Jaeger et al., 2009; Jaeger & Rugg, 2012) on a delayed test (24 

hours). However, Jaeger and colleagues (2009, 2012) found no better memory for neutral 

objects encoded in emotionally unpleasant background scenes, compared to those neutral 

objects associated with neutral scenes, indicating that beneficial effects of contexts may occur 

after longer consolidation periods (c.f., Pierce & Kensinger, 2011).  

One other important factor to be considered in emotional relational memory is the 

manner in which stimuli are bound (MacKay, Shafto, Taylor, Marian, Abrams, & Dier, 2004; 

Mather, 2007). According to the arousal-biased competition (ABC) theory (Mather & 

Sutherland, 2011), emotional arousal can lead to enhancement and impairment among neutral 
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stimuli competing for attention depending on high or low priority (due to bottom-up 

perceptual salience or top-down attentional focus). The theory further suggests that emotional 

arousal may enhance associative memory for features of high priority items (e.g., color or 

location of an item) and impair memory for neutral items, when presented at the same time 

with emotional items. However, if the association between emotional cues and neutral items 

is well integrated, memory for neutral items may improve due to the acquisition of high 

priority. In order to prevent competition between emotional and neutral stimuli, in the current 

study participants were instructed to imagine the object as a part of the scene to promote the 

binding between object and background (cf. Awipi & Davachi, 2008). Moreover, unlike prior 

studies (e.g., Smith et al., 2004a; Jaeger & Rugg, 2012) in which objects were presented 

visually separated from the background scenes (e.g., surrounded with white background and 

yellow frame), objects were unframed and presented with transparent background to further 

facilitate object/context integration. Finally, objects were presented first followed by the 

background scene, to avoid direct competition between emotional backgrounds and neutral 

objects, as it might occur when the emotional stimulus is introduced first (cf. Jaeger & Rugg, 

2012). 

Thus, to further investigate the role of emotion on context binding, we explored 

electrophysiological correlates of recognition memory for neutral events embedded in 

emotional contexts taking into account various critical factors facilitating emotional context 

memory (i.e., delayed retention interval and event-context integration). Furthermore, some 

memory studies (e.g., Bradley, et al., 1992; Dolcos et al., 2005; Weymar et al., 2009) found 

that emotionally arousing stimuli are better remembered than low arousing neutral stimuli, 

observing no differences in the retrieval of unpleasant and pleasant material, whereas others 

observed a preference in remembering negative information over positive and neutral 

information (e.g., for associative memory, see Pierce & Kensinger, 2011; for item memory, 
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see Weymar et al., 2011). In order to explore the effects of arousal and emotional valence on 

memory binding in healthy individuals, both high arousing pleasant and unpleasant pictures 

were included as contexts in the present study. 

The experimental procedure consisted of two phases (see Smith et al., 2004a for a 

similar design): An incidental encoding task where emotionally neutral objects were 

presented in the context of emotionally neutral or emotionally arousing background scenes; 

and a recognition memory task in which item (old vs. new) and context (pleasant vs. 

unpleasant vs. neutral background picture) was tested. Based on previous studies reporting 

memory enhancing-effects in the context of emotion (e.g., Guillet & Arndt, 2009; Pierce & 

Kensinger, 2011), we made a first prediction concerning behavioral performance: (i) we 

expected that objects encoded in emotional contexts would be better remembered than objects 

encoded in neutral contexts after a 1-week retention interval. Concerning associated brain 

dynamics we made a second prediction: (ii) we expected to find larger parietal ERP old/new 

differences (500-700 ms) for neutral objects previously paired with emotional, relative to 

neutral background pictures, possibly reflecting explicit recollection. 

 

Materials and methods 

Participants 

Participants were 30 healthy students (26 women, 4 men; mean age = 22.7 years; 3 

left-handed, 27 right-handed) from the University of Greifswald, with normal or corrected-to-

normal vision, who participated for course credits or financial compensation. All participants 

were native German speakers. Each individual provided written informed consent for a 

protocol approved by the Review Board of the German Psychological Society (DGPs). Data 

from 3 participants were excluded due to excessive artifacts in the electroencephalogram 

(EEG) data.  
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Stimulus materials 

A total of 288 neutral objects and 144 background scenes were used in the present 

experiment. Neutral objects were selected from two different standardized sets: The Bank of 

Standardized Stimuli (BOSS; Brodeur, Dionne-Dostie, Montreuil, & Lepage, 2010), and the 

ecological adaptation of Snodgrass and Vanderwart (Moreno-Martínez & Montoro, 2012)1. 

Objects belonged to a variety of different semantic categories (e.g., office supplies, 

electronics, household objects) and were grouped in six different sets carefully matched in 

terms of semantic category, familiarity, object agreement, and manipulability, according to 

the normative ratings of the standard samples (see BOSS and ecological adaptation of 

Snodgrass and Vanderwart norms). Background scenes were selected from the International 

Affective Picture System (IAPS; Lang, Bradley & Cuthbert, 2008), consisting of 48 pleasant 

(e.g., erotic, adventure, babies and small animals), 48 neutral (e.g., buildings, landscapes, and 

neutral human faces), and 48 unpleasant (e.g., mutilation, attack, disgust and accident) 

pictures2. Mean (SD) valence and arousal ratings (respectively) for the three picture valence 

categories were as follows: Pleasant: 6.94 (0.63), 5.84 (0.77); neutral: 5.27 (0.82), 3.51 

(0.57); and unpleasant: 2.73 (0.85), 5.93 (0.57). Pleasant, neutral and unpleasant pictures did 

not differ in complexity, brightness, and contrast (all ps > .23). 

During encoding, neutral objects were presented superimposed on an emotional or 

neutral background scene. Participants were presented with one of six encoding lists (for list 

construction, see Jaeger et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2004a), each consisting of 144 

object/background pairs, with no more than two pictures from the same valence presented 

consecutively. Each neutral object set was paired with a neutral background scene in one list, 

an unpleasant background in another, a pleasant background scene in a third, and was 

available as a novel object set for the remaining three lists. 
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Procedure  

During encoding, 144 objects were superimposed on 144 background scenes. Objects 

(mean vertical and horizontal visual angle of 4.96º) and background scenes (vertical visual 

angle of 7.73º, horizontal visual angle of 10.93º) were presented on a 20” computer monitor 

located 150 cm in front of the participant. In contrast to previous studies (e.g., Jaeger et al., 

2009; Jaeger & Rugg, 2012; Smith et al., 2004a, 2004b, 2005), in which objects were visually 

separated (white background and/or yellow frame), here objects were presented with 

transparent background and without frame to facilitate object-scene binding. Objects were 

presented in one of four quadrants of the screen. The four positions of the objects were 

selected randomly and with the same probability for each background category. After 3000 

ms, an emotional or neutral scene was added as background. Each object and scene pairing 

was presented for 5000 ms with an inter-trial interval (ITI) of 3000, 3500 or 4000 ms. The 

encoding phase was separated into two blocks in which all 144 object-scene pairings were 

presented and after a break of one minute, the exact 144 same object/scene pairings were 

repeated (but in randomized order). Participants were instructed to imagine that the object is a 

part of the scene and to indicate after object/scene offset whether the imagination was 

successful or not by pressing a “yes” or a “no” button on a response pad (see Figure 1). No 

mention of a memory test was made (incidental encoding).  

One week after encoding, participants returned to the lab for a memory task, in which 

old and new objects were presented. The task took place in a sound-attenuated dimly lit 

room. Each participant viewed 288 objects (i.e., 144 old and 144 novel objects). Of the 144 

old objects, 48 objects had been encoded in the context of an unpleasant scene, 48 objects in 

the context of a pleasant scene, and 48 objects in the context of a neutral scene. Each object 
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was presented in the center of the screen (mean vertical and horizontal visual angle of 5.92º) 

without context for 3000 ms with a preceding fixation cross of 500 ms. 

Participants were instructed to decide whether each object had previously been seen 

during encoding or not. Following object offset3, the question “Old/New?” appeared on the 

screen, and participants pressed an “old” button on a keyboard if they remembered the object, 

or else a “new” button. When the object was recognized as old, subjects were asked to 

remember source information cues: the location the object was presented at during encoding 

(i.e., which quadrant of the screen), and the background paired with (i.e., pleasant, neutral or 

unpleasant; see Figure 1). Participants were instructed to avoid eye blinks and body 

movements. 

------------------ 

Insert Figure 1 about here 

------------------ 

Apparatus and data analysis 

EEG signals were recorded continuously from 257 electrodes using an Electrical 

Geodesics (EGI) HydroCel high-density EEG system with NetStation software on a 

Macintosh computer. The EEG recording was digitized at a rate of 250 Hz, using vertex 

sensor (Cz) as recording reference. Scalp impedance for each sensor was kept below 30 kΩ, 

as recommended by manufacturer guidelines. All channels were band-pass filtered online 

from 0.1 to 100 Hz. Offline reduction was performed using ElectroMagnetic 

EncephaloGraphy Software (EMEGS; Peyk, De Cesarei, & Junghöfer, 2011) and included 

lowpass filtering at 40 Hz, artifact detection, sensor interpolation, baseline correction, and 

conversion to the average reference (Junghöfer, Elbert, Tucker, & Rockstroh, 2000). 

Stimulus-synchronized epochs were extracted from 100 ms before to 1200 ms after picture 
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onset and baseline corrected (100 ms prior to stimulus onset). Extracted epochs were 

corrected for eye movement and blink artifacts using the MATLAB-based toolbox BioSig 

(Vidaurre, Sander, & Schlögl, 2011).  

For each participant, separated ERP averages were computed for each sensor and 

condition. Only trials with correct responses for old and new objects were included in ERP 

averages. Due to the low number of hits in the source memory task (location and background) 

only ERPs during the item recognition task (old vs. new) were analyzed. The identification of 

sensor clusters representative for maximal old/new effects were based on visual inspection of 

the waveforms and based on previous studies (Jaeger et al.,  2009; Jaeger & Rugg, 2012; 

Maratos & Rugg, 2001; Smith et al., 2004a; Weymar et al., 2009, 2010a, 2010b; Wirkner et 

al., 2013, 2015). Because recent studies observed context effects at earlier (< 300 ms) stages 

of processing (Curran & Dien, 2003; Tsivilis, Otten, & Rugg, 2001; Voss & Paller, 2009), 

especially for emotionally arousing events (Jaeger et al., 2009, 2012; Schaefer et al., 2011; 

Smith et al., 2004a), we also examined ERP differences in an early time window. Mean ERP 

amplitudes were analyzed in a 180-220 ms and 300-500 ms time window over frontal brain 

regions (EGI HydroCel sensors 5, 6, 7, 8, 14, 15, 16, 22, 23, and 29), and in a 400-700 ms 

time window over centro-parietal brain regions (EGI HydroCel sensors 9, 45, 80, 81, 89, 90, 

130, 131, 132, 186, and 257). Recognition-related ERP data for each time window were 

analyzed in two separate ANOVAs including the factors Memory (old objects vs. new 

objects) and Context (neutral objects encoded in pleasant contexts vs. neutral contexts vs. 

unpleasant contexts). If there was no difference between objects encoded in pleasant and 

unpleasant contexts, an ANOVA with the factor Emotion (neutral objects encoded in pleasant 

and unpleasant contexts vs. neutral context) was performed. 

For behavioral performance data, hit rate was analyzed using an ANOVA involving 

the factor Context (objects encoded in pleasant context vs. neutral context vs. unpleasant 
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context). For the source task, hit rates for stimulus location (hit location/hit old object) and 

background recognition (hit context/hit old object) were analyzed in separate ANOVAs 

involving the factor Context. Again, if pleasant and unpleasant contexts did not differ, an 

ANOVA with the factor Emotion (objects encoded in emotional context vs. neutral context) 

was performed. For effects involving repeated measures, the Greenhouse-Geisser correction 

for non-sphericity was used when necessary. 

Results 

Behavioral data 

Memory performance for old (item and source memory data) and new objects is listed 

in Table 1. 

Item memory. Hit rates for objects previously paired with emotional pictures tended to be 

higher than for objects encoded in a neutral context, Emotion: t(29) = 1.96, p = .059, d = .19. 

No differences were found between hit rates for objects that had been paired with pleasant 

and unpleasant backgrounds (t[29] = 1.08, p = .28, d = .13), suggesting that memory for 

neutral objects benefits from binding with emotionally arousing contexts irrespective of their 

valence during encoding. 

Source accuracy rates. Hit rates for remembered objects location were low and similar for 

emotional and neutral contexts (F < 1), indicating that emotional context did not influence 

memory for source location. Overall, correct source memory for background pictures was 

low, and did not differ from the probability of guessing, that is, from the proportion of 

randomly choosing a correct contextual source (.33; ps > .286). However, there were 

differences as a function of picture content (Context: F[2,58] = 10.37, p < .001, ηp2= .26): 

Unpleasant (F[1,29] = 5.13, p < .05 , ηp2= .15) and neutral (F[1,29] = 19.9, p < .001, ηp2= .41) 

contexts were better classified than pleasant contexts. Recognition for correct background 
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also differed for unpleasant and neutral scenes (F[1,29] = 5.5, p < .05, ηp2=.16). The 

probability of committing a false alarm by mistakenly identifying a context as neutral (.53) 

significantly differed from the chance level (t [29]= 5.8, p < .001), and from the probability 

of erroneously identifying a context as pleasant (.4; t[29] = 3.6, p < .001, d = .63), and 

unpleasant (.4; t[29] = 3.59, p < .001, d = .63), indicating a response bias toward neutral 

contexts. Based on the assumption that the response bias is a good estimate of the bias 

operating for object recognition, Maratos & Rugg (2001), suggest that the probability of 

recollection of context information can be obtained from the following formula: pCorrect 

source = pRecollection + pGuess x (1 - pRecollection). After applying the formula, the 

probabilities of correct background recognition are higher for pleasant (.77) and unpleasant 

(.76) compared to neutral contexts (.74), in accordance with the item memory performance. 

------------------ 

Insert Table 1 about here 

------------------ 

ERP encoding data 

To exclude a-priori object differences, we compared ERPs in response to neutral 

objects subsequently encoded in emotional or neutral context in the first block of the 

encoding session. No ERP differences were found at any time window or sensor location (F 

< 1).  
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ERP recognition data 

Frontal ERP effect. Figure 2A illustrates the grand average ERPs extracted from the frontal 

cluster for old objects previously encoded in the context of a pleasant, neutral and unpleasant 

scene, and new objects. 

Early ERP Emotional effect (180-220 ms). For the early time window, no ERP old/new 

difference was found (Memory: F < 1). However, frontal positivity in the time window 

between 180 and 220 ms was modulated by context (F[2,52] = 3.83, p < .05, ηp2= .13). 

Follow-up testing showed that objects previously paired with emotional pictures prompted a 

larger positivity than objects paired with neutral pictures (Emotion: F[1,26] = 4.17, p = .05, 

ηp2= .14; see Figure 2C). No significant ERP differences were found between objects paired 

with unpleasant scenes compared to objects paired with pleasant scenes, F[1,26] = 3.2, p = 

.09, ηp2= .09. When comparing new objects with old objects from different encoding 

contexts, we observed that novel objects also produced a larger ERP positivity than objects 

previously encoded in neutral contexts (F[1,26] = 4.96, p < .05, ηp2= .16; see Figure 2C). 

Early ERP Old/New effect (300-500 ms). ERPs for old objects were modulated by Context 

(F[1,52] = 3.81, p < .05, ηp2= .13). Enhanced positivity was found for objects previously 

paired with unpleasant contexts, compared to pleasant (F[1,26] = 8.54, p < .01, ηp2= .25) and 

neutral contexts (F[1,26] = 4.09 p = .05, ηp2= .14). Although the main effect of memory was 

not significant (Memory: F[1,26] = 1.55, p =.22, ηp2= .05), only objects from unpleasant 

backgrounds showed a significant old/new effect: unpleasant contexts vs. new objects, 

F(1,26) = 8.58, p < .01, ηp2= .25. Objects paired with pleasant and neutral backgrounds did 

not show such an old/new difference (F < 1; see Figure 2C).  
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------------------ 

Insert Figure 2 about here 

------------------ 

Parietal ERP Effect. Figure 3A illustrates the grand average ERPs for correctly recognized 

neutral objects encoded in the context of a pleasant, neutral or unpleasant scene, and for new 

objects from a representative centro-parietal cluster. 

Late ERP Old/New effect (400-700 ms). As expected, correctly recognized old objects elicited 

a larger positive-going waveform than correctly detected new objects (Memory: F[1,26] = 

12.12, p < .005, ηp2= .32). This old/new difference was modulated by context during 

encoding (pleasant objects vs. neutral objects vs. unpleasant objects: F[2,52] = 3.14, p = .05, 

ηp2= .11). Specifically, objects paired with emotional backgrounds elicited a larger ERP 

positivity than novel objects (unpleasant contexts vs. new objects: F[1,26] = 4.52, p < .05, 

ηp2= .15; pleasant contexts vs. new objects: F[1,26] = 24,74, p < .001, ηp2= .49). However, 

objects paired with neutral background scenes did not show the parietal old/new effect 

(neutral contexts vs. new objects: F[1,26] = 1.53, p = .23, ηp2= .06);  see Figure 3C). 

Correlations between recognition performance and ERP effects. Significant correlations 

between hit rate performance and ERPs were only observed for unpleasant contexts in the 

180-220 ms, 300-500 ms (Figure 2B), and 400-700 ms (Figure 3B) time window. Hit rates 

for objects encoded in unpleasant contexts showed a positive relation with the ERP amplitude 

(180-220 ms, r = .37, p = .03, one-tailed; 300-500 ms, r = .43, p < .05; 400-700 ms, r =.35, p 

= .035, one-tailed), suggesting that higher memory accuracy was related to larger positivity 

for objects encoded in the unpleasant context (see Figure 2B, and Figure 3B). This relation 

was not found for objects encoded with pleasant or neutral contexts in either time windows 

(rs < .27, ps > .17).  
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------------------ 

Insert Figure 3 about here 

------------------ 

Discussion 

In the current study, ERPs were used to investigate long-term recognition memory for 

neutral objects that had been encoded in an emotionally arousing or neutral context. We 

found that ERPs during retrieval were sensitive to context differences at encoding at three 

different time windows. We observed that old objects previously paired with emotional 

contexts prompted an enhanced early (180-220 ms) positivity (P2) over frontal sites. 

Furthermore, correct recognition was associated with larger centro-parietal ERP old/new 

differences (400-700 ms) for objects encoded in both pleasant and unpleasant, but not in 

neutral contexts, and associated with early frontal ERP old/new differences (300-500 ms), 

particularly for unpleasant contexts. Our results indicate that emotion improves associative 

binding and engages both automatic perceptual mechanisms and explicit recognition 

processes at retrieval, such as familiarity and recollection processes. 

Although the effect was only marginal in the current experiment, we found enhanced 

memory performance for neutral objects associated with emotional contexts, in comparison to 

neutral contexts. This finding is in line with many previous studies reporting emotional 

memory-enhancing effects for single items and contexts (Bradley et al., 1992; Doerksen & 

Shimamura, 2001; Dolcos et al., 2005; Guillet & Arndt, 2009; Jaworek et al., 2014; Maratos 

et al., 2001; Mather & Nesmith, 2008; Nashiro & Mather, 2011; Pierce & Kensinger, 2011; 

Smith et al., 2004a; Weymar et al., 2009; 2010a; 2010b; 2011; Wirkner et al., 2013, 2015; but 

see Jaeger et al., 2009, 2012), suggesting that emotional arousal improves long-term 

associative memory. 
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In ERPs, correctly recognized old items compared to correctly classified new items 

elicited enhanced ERP positivity, replicating a large body of previous work on memory 

research with short and long retention intervals (e.g., Rugg, Mark, Walla, Schloerscheidt, 

Birch, & Allan, 1998; see for reviews Rugg & Curran, 2007; Weymar & Hamm, 2013). As 

expected, larger ERP old/new differences were observed for neutral objects encoded in 

emotionally arousing, but not in emotionally neutral contexts over parietal regions. Because a 

parietal ERP old/new effect has been related to the process of contextual remembering 

(Wilding, 2000; Wilding & Rugg, 1996; see Rugg & Curran, 2007 for review), our finding 

indicates that retrieval of emotional (unpleasant and pleasant) contexts engages recollection 

processes. This clearly replicates previous ERP picture memory studies that found enhanced 

parietal ERP old/new effects for emotional pictures (e.g., Jaworek et al., 2014; Weymar et al., 

2009, 2010, 2011; Wirkner et al., 2013, 2015; Ferrari, Bradley, Codispoti, Karlsson, & Lang, 

2013). Interestingly, our result contrasts with prior work where comparable ERP old/new 

effects were found when measuring emotional and neutral pictures as contexts (Jaeger et al., 

2009; Jaeger & Rugg, 2012; Smith et al., 2004a). One reason for this discrepancy could be 

related to item-context binding processes (Mackay et al., 2004; Mather, 2007), which were 

facilitated methodologically in the present study. It has been observed that contextual 

memory increases when neutral items are well integrated with other items or contexts 

(Murray & Kensinger, 2012, 2013), especially when the latter are arousing (Guillet & Arndt, 

2009; Pierce & Kensinger, 2011). Compared to previous studies (e.g., Jaeger & Rugg, 2012), 

we facilitated item-context pairing by integrating the object into the scene. 

Another reason that might be critical is stimulus order presentation (Sakaki, Fryer, & 

Mather, 2014; Sutherland & Mather, 2012). Based on the ABC theory (Mather & Sutherland, 

2011), recent studies have observed that emotionally arousing stimuli distinctly modulate 

memory for preceding and following neutral target stimuli (Sakaki, Fryer, & Mather, 2014; 
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Sutherland & Mather, 2012). Thus, if emotional events are preceded by a neutral target 

stimulus (i.e., high priority), emotional arousal further enhances memory for highly 

prioritized neutral items; however, if the emotional event is followed by a neutral target 

stimulus, emotional arousal captures attentional resources and impairs perceptual processing 

of the neutral target item, hindering the memory-enhancing effects (Sakaki et al., 2014; 

Sutherland & Mather, 2012). Contrary to prior studies (e.g., Jaeger et al., 2009; Jaeger & 

Rugg, 2012), we intended to avoid competition for attention resources by presenting the 

object before the context image appeared. 

However, most critically contributing to the emotional enhancing effects observed in 

the present data is probably the one-week interval between the encoding and the retrieval 

session. A number of studies have demonstrated that longer retention periods facilitate 

consolidation processes, resulting in memory enhancing-effects (e.g., LaBar & Cabeza, 

2006), especially for emotionally, compared to neutral, arousing events (e.g., Dolcos et al., 

2005; Pierce & Kensinger, 2011; Weymar et al., 2009; see Weymar & Hamm, 2013 for 

review). In contrast to a number of previous emotional associative memory studies (e.g., 

Smith et al., 2004a; Maratos et al., 2001; Jaeger et al., 2009), we promoted consolidation 

processes by means of long retention periods.   

To summarize, the ERP parietal old/new effect findings seem to indicate that 

emotional contexts enhance electrophysiological correlates of long-term recollection memory 

for integrated neutral material. In addition to the parietal ERP old/new effects, emotional 

context modulated frontal ERP correlates of familiarity-based recognition. Compared to 

pleasant and neutral contexts, objects embedded in unpleasant background scenes generated 

enhanced frontal ERP old/new differences between 300 and 500 ms. A number of studies 

propose that relational memory depends upon recollection-based mechanisms (Rugg & 

Curran, 2007; Wilding & Rugg, 1996). However, recent behavioral (Diana, Yonelinas, & 
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Ranganath, 2008, 2010) and electrophysiological studies (Addante, Raganath, & Yonelinas, 

2012; Diana, Van den Boom, Yonelinas, & Ranganath, 2011; Ecker et al., 2007a, 2007b; 

Mollison & Curran, 2012; Peters & Daum, 2009; Speers & Curran, 2007; Tibon et al., 2014a, 

2014b, 2014c; Tsivilis et al., 2001; Zheng, Li, Xiao, Broster, & Jiang, 2015) have evidenced 

that familiarity-related processes could also contribute to source recognition (Johnson, 

Hashtroudi, & Lindsay, 1993; Yonelinas, 2002). In an attempt to shed light on the familiar-

related processes embedded in source memory, Diana et al. (2008, 2010, 2011) investigated 

the impact of encoding processes on familiarity-based recognition. These authors observed 

that exclusively high-unitized associations ––i.e., item-context pairings encoded as a single 

unit–– elicited frontal ERP old/new effects, whereas low-unitized associations only elicited 

recollection-related ERPs (Diana et al., 2011). In the same direction, a number of studies 

have observed that when item-source associations can be processed together at encoding, 

familiarity processes are also enhanced during recognition. Thus, when item and source 

information are encoded in the same modality (visual) vs. different modality (visual and 

auditory; Tibon et al., 2014a, 2014b, 2014c), when the nature of the association item-source 

is intrinsic vs. extrinsic (Ecker et al., 2007a, 2007b; Zheng et al., 2015), or when source refers 

to salient contextual information (Mollison & Curran, 2012), source recognition prompts 

larger familiarity-related ERPs, suggesting that memory for source information is 

strengthened (Addante et al., 2012; Chiu et al., 2013; Curran, 2004). In the present study, no 

explicit instructions for unitization were given, however, as commented above, we promoted 

item-context binding processes at encoding. It might be that this instruction accentuated item-

context unitization for unpleasant associations and, thus, promoted stronger familiarity-based 

recognition of negative source information. However, clear conclusions cannot be derived 

because judgments regarding the strength of the associations were not directly recorded in the 
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present study. Future research should assess the emotional effect on strength/unitization of 

item-context associations in order to clarify the present finding.  

Intriguingly, we found differences of context association at early stages of processing. 

Neutral stimuli encoded in emotional, compared to neutral contexts, elicited a larger early 

(180-220 ms) positive-going waveform over frontal sites. This early emotional effect 

resembles those reported by previous source memory studies (Jaeger et al., 2009; Jaeger & 

Rugg, 2012; Smith et al., 2004a), suggesting that neutral stimuli acquired emotionally 

arousing properties. This emotion effect may relate to the transmission of emotional attributes 

from contexts to objects by means of associative binding mechanisms (Smith et al., 2004a), 

enhancing their processing (e.g., Öhman & Mineka, 2001; Vuilleumier, 2005). A substantial 

body of research has suggested the existence of highly elaborated networks, involving the 

amygdala (Ohman & Mineka, 2001), and cortical regions (Pessoa & Adolphs, 2010; Van 

Gaal & Lamme, 2012), that rapidly identify motivationally relevant events (Brosch, Sander, 

Pourtois, & Scherer, 2008; Pourtois, Grandjean, Sander, & Vuilleumier, 2004; Steinberg, 

Bröckelmann, Rehbein, Dobel, & Junghöfer, 2013; Wieser, Gerdes, Büngel, Schwarz, 

Mühlberger, & Pauli, 2014) and further provide rapid learning capacity and an excellent 

resolving power (cf. Steinberg et al., 2013). Thus, our data seem to indicate that neutral 

objects embedded in emotional contexts have rapidly —after two pairings!— acquired long-

lasting emotional relevance. 

An alternative but not excluding interpretation could link the early frontal ERP also 

with memory-related mechanisms. The frontal P2 has been related to the activation of 

representations retrieved in long-term memory due to the detection of visual information 

(Curran & Dien, 2003; Tsivilis et al., 2001; Voss & Paller, 2009) under explicit memory 

testing (Curran, 1999; Voss & Paller, 2009; but see Jaeger & Rugg, 2012). Specifically, it has 

been observed that the frontal P2 increases when the visual input matches with efficiently 
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stored information, suggesting that the extent of activation of representations in memory 

indexed by P2 might relate to the phenomenological salience of the stimuli (cf. Voss & 

Paller, 2009). Consistent with this idea, Schaefer et al. (2011) found that frontal P2 was 

modulated by the memory strength of emotional events, that is, remembered unpleasant 

scenes —but not neutral ones— evoked frontal P2 old/new effects; moreover, P2 amplitudes 

in response to unpleasant images increased with their arousal. In the current study, larger P2 

was evoked by neutral objects embedded in emotional compared to neutral background 

scenes, suggesting that emotional contexts increase the saliency of the events bound with, 

facilitating their later recognition. 

From a dual-process model perspective (Yonelinas, 2002) however, it remains unclear 

which mnemonic mechanisms underlie the P2 old/new effects. On the one hand, the spatio-

temporal attributes of the P2 matches with the frontal familiarity-related old/new effects, 

suggesting the existence of similar processes between both components. On the other hand, 

the P2 old/new effect has only been found when the events where labeled as remembered, but 

not when they were considered familiar (Voss & Paller, 2009), indicating that P2 might be 

related to recollection. Schaefer et al. (2011) found distinct patterns of modulation across 

arousal levels between P2, frontal and parietal old/new effects, suggesting that different 

memory sub-processes might be involved for each component (cf. Schaefer et al., 2011). We, 

however, did not find clear evidence that would allow us to disentangle this question. Future 

research should focus on elucidating the memory sub-processes underlying this frontal 

memory index, assessing, for instance, which recognition processes (remember vs. know) 

have been employed.  

Surprisingly, we found that correctly identified new objects also elicited a larger P2 

than old objects paired with neutral background scene. A plausible explanation of this effect 

could be that early frontal activity is related to the processing of novelty/relevant stimuli 
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(Ecker et al., 2007c; Tsivilis et al., 2001; Voss & Paller, 2009). In this line, Ecker et al. 

(2007c) observed that novel neutral events generated larger early frontal activity than 

correctly recognized old neutral stimuli. These authors suggest that the brain response 

difference between new and old information at early stages of processing might be associated 

with an enhanced attentional capture (Ecker et al., 2007c). Thus, based on previous research, 

we interpret this finding as a result of enhanced processing of new objects, along with 

decreased processing of relatively non-relevant (associated with neutral source information) 

old events. 

Although pleasant and unpleasant background scenes were matched in terms of 

emotional arousal, we found that frontal old/new effects were exclusive for unpleasant-

related associations. We further observed that memory performance for objects paired with 

unpleasant background scenes predicted larger electrophysiological activity at the three ERP 

memory-related components (P2, frontal and parietal old/new effects). These results are in 

line with recent memory studies that report enhanced long-term explicit memory for 

unpleasant-related stimuli, compared to pleasant ones (Pierce & Kensinger, 2011; Ochsner, 

2000; Weymar et al., 2011). For instance, Pierce and Kensinger (2011) investigated 

emotional valence and arousal on associative binding after a short (15 min) and longer (1 

week) delay and observed that memory performance for unpleasant word pairs was better in 

comparison to pleasant and neutral word pairs after long, but not after short retention 

intervals, suggesting that unpleasant-related stimuli acquire a higher long-term relevance. 

From an evolutionary perspective, memory for stimuli related to potentially dangerous events 

should be consistent, salient, and stable over time in order to facilitate their detection and 

avoid them in the future (Dolan, 2002). Furthermore, it has been suggested that pleasant 

contexts (animals or nurture scenes) do not contain the same type of survival-relevant 

information as unpleasant contexts (accidents or attacks), making them less relevant for 
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future purposes than negative situations (Ashby, Isen, & Turcken, 1999; Fredrickson, 1998, 

2001; Ochsner, 2000). Thus, the current findings may indicate that especially unpleasant 

contexts facilitate associative long-term memory processes.  

One further interpretation of the present results might be related to post-encoding 

arousal effects (Anderson, Wais & Gabrieli, 2006; Knight & Mather, 2009) that might have 

facilitated memory for neutral objects. Some studies have observed that presenting neutral 

stimuli shortly prior to emotionally arousing materials can result in enhanced memory (1-

week later) for the preceding event (Anderson et al., 2006). A potential mechanism might be 

that stress hormones (rapid nongenomic effects of catecholamines and glucocorticoids) 

released in response to arousing emotional contexts might increase vigilance via interactions 

between the amygdala and hippocampus formation (e.g., McGaugh, 2013), and facilitate 

memory storage for the context itself but also for recently experienced-related events. 

Although the ability to remember cues associated with potentially threatening events 

could protect us from dramatic consequences, when these events are extremely distressing, 

memories can become maladaptive and clinically relevant (Ehlers & Clark, 2000). For 

instance, in patients suffering from posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), events associated 

with traumatizing contexts can involuntarily trigger vivid distressing memories in form of 

intrusive thoughts, flashbacks or nightmares (Parson & Ressler, 2012) and, on the other hand, 

can result in impaired episodic memory for the traumatic event itself (e.g., Brewin, 2013; Flor 

& Nees, 2014; Hayes, VanElzakker, & Shin, 2012; McNally, 2008; Wilker, Elbert, & 

Kolassa, 2014). A prominent hypothesis of PTSD etiology suggests that trauma memories are 

poorly integrated into their context (e.g., time and place) during encoding, thus resulting in 

retrieval distortions of trauma-related information (Dolcos, 2013; Pannu Hayes et al., 2011), 

overgeneralization and easy triggering of physically similar cues (Ehlers & Clark, 2000), 

which might relate to deficits in long-term contextual binding processes. Despite its 
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relevance, little is known about the neural processing of emotional binding mechanisms in 

PTSD. ERPs might be a useful tool to elucidate the long-term binding deficits in PTSD, 

providing new insights into the neurobiological alterations of the memory systems in trauma 

and stress-related disorders. 
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Conclusion 
 

In summary, we found that neutral information can activate long-term memories due 

to their emotional associations. Neutral objects encoded in emotional contexts showed 

prioritized automatic perceptual, and explicit mnemonic processing during recognition that 

was also related to long-term memory performance. Our findings highlight the importance of 

emotional binding mechanisms in long-term memory processes, which could have also direct 

clinical relevance for trauma- and stressor-related disorders. 
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Table 1. Hit rate means (standard deviation) for new and old objects encoded in pleasant, 

neutral and unpleasant contexts.  

 Hit rates 

 Item 
recognition 

Source 
location 

Source 
background 

New objects .93 (.04)   

Old objects    

Pleasant context .65 (.14) .13 (.09) .25 (.13) 

Neutral context .62 (.15) .12 (.08) .36 (.20) 

Unpleasant context .64 (.14) .14 (.10) .30 (.16) 

Emotional context a .65 (.13) .13 (.08) .27 (.14) 
a Combining pleasant and unpleasant contexts. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. Schematic view of the stimulus presentation during encoding and retrieval.  
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Figure 2. Frontal ERP Effect. A: Grand average ERPs in response to correctly 

recognized new (grey dotted line) and old objects encoded in pleasant (blue line), neutral 

(black line), and unpleasant (red line) contexts. ERPs are averaged across electrodes within a 

frontal sensor cluster. B: Correlations between the mean amplitude of the frontal ERPs 

positivity at 180-220 ms (black line) and 300-500 ms (grey line) time window, and hit rate 

for objects encoded in unpleasant contexts. C: Display of the scalp topographies of the ERP 

differences. The upper scalp differences plot the early (180-200 ms) emotional ERP effects; 

the lower topographies represent the ERP old/new effect at 300-500 ms. 
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Figure 3. Parietal ERP effect. A: Grand average ERPs evoked by correctly 

recognized new (grey dotted line) and old objects encoded in pleasant (blue), neutral (black), 

and unpleasant (red) contexts. The waveforms represent the ERPs averaged across electrodes 

within a centro-parietal sensor cluster. B: Correlation between the mean amplitude of the 

parietal ERP positivity (400-700 ms) and hit rate for objects encoded in unpleasant contexts. 

C: Display of the scalp topographies of the ERP old/new differences (objects in emotional 

contexts and neutral contexts vs. new objects). 
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Footnotes 

1BOSS: bib, clamp, headphones02b, mallet01b, powercable, bottlecap, calculator01, 

cookiecutter, flask, makeupbrush04, nailpolish03b, pictureframe04, razor01, scotchtape, 

tennisball01b, circuitboard, pacifier02d, wheel01, bracket01, beermug01a, nail, strainer02, 

chalkboard, log, petcarrier, dustpan, giftbag01a, plunger02, studiolight, balloon01b, cane, 

globe, jar02, chessboard, hanger02a, pitcher02b, ring01, swimgoggles, iron01b, mitten04, 

tripod, electricrazor, lego03b, tshirt, CD, hinge, highheelshoe01, rearviewmirror, wallet02a, 

boxcutter03a, cottonpad, envelope03a, glass02a, horsefigurine, leaf02a, match, 

screwdriver04b, sunglasses04, walkman, medal02b, watch02a, rope03, bag, coffeepot03a, 

plate01b, flyswatter, microscope, pillow01a, vase02, cooler, kettle01, notebook03a, pylon, 

oilbottle01, laptop01a, clothespin03b, eraser, divider02, violin, number3, scale01a, 

videocamera01a, speaker04, lunchbox, cigarette, corkscrew03a, carkeys, key01, mixer01d, 

starfish, toothbrush03b, remotecontrol04, camera01a, holepunch04, reflector, waterbottle01b, 

bandaid01, bracelet01, cell phone, diaper01c, hosenozzle, paperclip01b, pingpongracket, 

thimble, tweezers02a, hourglass, scissors01, tile, manshoe, folder03a, milkcontainer, 

wateringcan, bikehelmet, fan, sewingmachine01a, tambourine, plasticgallon, papertowel, 

kitchenscale01a, broom, candle08b, playingcard04, toycow, exercisebench, comb02a, 

kleenexbox01b, sock01a, alarmclock, fork03c, icecubetray01a, peeler01, sponge01, 

baseball01a, chain, dice05a, filmroll, gluestick, lighter01, pen04b, stapler03a, taperecorder, 

thread02, wrench01b, pencilsharpener02a, lock03a, tongs01b, glassmop, keyboard02, 

printer02, bleachbottle, hairdryer02a, wood, axe, drill01b, fireextinguisher, lamp04a, teapot, 

winerack, plant01, fishinghook03, teabag, foodprocessor, plasticbasket01a, lifejacket, 

suitcase, propanetank, pinecone01, monitor, painttray, visegrippliers, brush05b, mousetrap, 

thermometer02b, cassettetape01a, handfan01b, peppermill02b, spoon01, whisk, 

bubbleblower, chisel02b, compactpowder, diskette02a, hairclip03, lipstick02a, pliers02b, 
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safetypin, stapleremover, thumbtack02a, usbkey, belt02a, staples, vikingmask01b, antenna, 

spraybottle01, bowl01, ridinghelmet, babyseat, boot02b, drum, pants, sportbag, toaster, 

cardboardbox, squeegee01b, earrings01, glasses01a, cameracase01a, babybottle, pot02a, 

chair, binder03b, dropper, umbrella04, icepack, battery02b, chalkboarderaser, hat03b, 

magnifyingglass01b, plugs, spraycan, 50dollarsbill, birdie, bungeecord02, christmasball, 

computermouse06, flashlight02b, highlighter02b, keychain, nailclipper03b, perfume01a, 

puzzlepiece, telephone01b, toiletpaper01a, bucket01a, saw02b, handbag02a, radio01, scarf, 

paintroller01, strawbasket01, backpack01a, clipboard, fryingpan02a, iceskate, rollingpin01a; 

the ecological adaptation of Snodgrass and Vanderwart: chest of drawers, skirt, saxophone, 

harp, diabolo, bedside table, skate, rocking chair, clarinet, saucepan, skittle, wardrobe, ludo, 

undershirt, racket, balalaika, trumpet, bathrobe, trowel, bed, couch, showel, coat, bugle, stool, 

chair, biretta, piano, soccer ball, sofa, filling cabinet, dartboard, table, ski, drum, fondue, 

guitar, tuba, jacket, accordion, armchair, bookcase, table football. 

2Pleasant pictures: 1440, 1590, 1640, 1650, 1659, 1811, 2035, 2045, 2075, 2158, 

2160, 2165, 2208, 2340, 2345, 4598, 4599, 4604, 4643, 4645, 4647, 4658, 4659, 4660, 4680, 

4687, 4690, 4694, 4800, 5470, 5621, 5626, 8001, 8030, 8041, 8080, 8158, 8170, 8186, 8191, 

8192, 8206, 8211, 8260, 8300, 8470, 8490, and 8620; neutral pictures: 2026, 2038, 2039, 

2102, 2104, 2190, 2206, 2211, 2273, 2359, 2377, 2383, 2390, 2410, 2511, 2513, 2595, 2840, 

2850, 5201, 5390, 5510, 5535, 5593, 5711, 5836, 5875, 5982, 7033, 7037, 7041, 7130, 7161, 

7179, 7205, 7234, 7491, 7495, 7504, 7510, 7546, 7550, 7590, 7595, 7620, 7920, 9210, and 

9469; unpleasant pictures: 1019, 1026, 1205, 1220, 1302, 1931, 1932, 3015, 3019, 3051, 

3064, 3100, 3102, 3110, 3150, 3180, 3181, 3190, 3191, 3195, 3280, 3530, 6212, 6370, 6410, 

6560, 6562, 6563, 6571, 6832, 8480, 9008, 9042, 9230, 9253, 9301, 9420, 9490, 9520, 9561, 

9570, 9599, 9622, 9635.1, 9908, 9910, 9921, and 9930. 
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3Behavioral recognition responses were delayed until offset of the 3 sec picture 

presentation in order to avoid contamination by motor potentials. Reaction times are therefore 

not informative and were not analyzed.  

 

 
 


